Taming your Peep
Peep rotation. No two individuals may agree as to the best method of dealing with this
issue. The archery industry, as a whole, has developed a niche market around this very
problem. Is it the string? Is there a method? Is there a treatment?
Most have only a vague idea of what it takes to end peep rotation. It is a difficult subject
because there are so many new high tech materials, differing string lengths and bow
types. Each material has its’ own properties to be dealt with individually. No one material
will do exactly as the rest.
The very first thing an archer must understand is that all strings will settle. That is, it will
stabilize into a position where it will have the least amount of stress or potential for
movement. Never draw the bow without an arrow nocked. Even this act can affect your
peep.
After installing the peep on a new string, make note of which way the peep is facing.
This position you will use as your guide. Now, without trying to aim, nock an arrow, point
it safely at the target butt and release. You should notice that the peep has changed
position. This will happen regardless of who made the string set you purchased. The
string is becoming seated and on it’s way to settling. When bought, a new string is
placed from a relaxed attitude to the highest continuous kinetic stress of any modern
material. It must change. The string will creep, however slight and compress on itself
because of the flex from the limbs. This is what the cause of peep rotation is all about.
The stress of the bow will move the string to its’ most stable mode after all the shots
have had their effect. Most manufacturers recommend that a string should be shot a
couple of hundred times before it could be considered settled. There is an easier way.
Your peep is your guide and also your tool to knowing for yourself when a string has
settled rather than guessing from shot quantity.
The bow must be shot until there is no movement from the peep. This is where the
archer will know that the string has settled. After you have shot the required number of
times, you’ll notice the peep will be in exactly the same position after shooting no matter
how many times shot. It could take as little as a dozen shots or as many as a few
hundred. Regardless of the amount, the string WILL settle. This is the time to go to the
next step. You have a constant to work with now. Bear in mind that this constant is a
relative term as your string has already so much twist over its’ length.
Draw the bow slowly (nocked) and watch how the peep moves as the string goes
through the draw cycle. This is the indicator. The archer then knows what to do with the
peep. After drawing the bow and watching which way the peep moved, you must place it
in the bow press. If your peep rotates from right to left, you will have to take the string
off the lower post (finger/center serving side for solo cam bows) and turn it from right to
left. How much you turn will depend on how much the string rotates through the draw
cycle. The string is doing what it wants to do. All you do is help it go where it wants. This
is very important. For a half turn rotation, turn the string a half turn. Draw and shoot the
bow a number of times to re-settle the peep. If it still does not roll into your eye view,
repeat the process or even try an additional full turn. Always shoot the bow a number of
times the re-settle the peep before checking for position. If it rotates too far, turn the
string back a half turn at a time. Never do more than a half to a full turn at a time

because you are close to where the string wants to be at rest. Too many turns gives a
settled string much more than it wants to do. I describe it this way to make it easier to
visualize. Always, a little at a time will give much better results.
If the peep sits exactly opposite to the position desired the next step is quite simple. The
archer then just flips the peep to face him/her. Flipping the peep requires you to go to
the bow press again. You don’t have to relax the string completely. Relax only enough to
be able to get the peep out and turn it a half turn. Remember that each time the bow is in
the press, it has to be shot to re-settle.
Sometimes the archer will notice that the peep sits at 3/4 of the way no matter what he
does. At this point the archer knows he is so close any post or peep movement is too
much. If you can’t seem to get the peep in the right place no matter what is done, you
are almost at its’ optimum position. Any post or peep adjustment that is too far and you
haven’t yet pulled your hair out is the time to flip strands. This step requires the most
care and you go back to the bow press. Relax the string again as in the previous step.
Look carefully at the direction of the string twist (all bowstrings MUST have twist and
never buy one without). For example, if the normal twist of the string is from right to left
and your peep must move to the left an 8th of a turn, give or take, do this. On the face of
the peep facing you most, take 2 strands from the left side and flip them to the right side.
On the opposite face, take 2 strands from the right side and flip them to the left side.
This will pull the peep over to the direction you want. If you want to move it slightly the
other way, just do the same steps in the opposite direction. I chose 2 strands for
simplicity but there is no set number. The more strands means more movement. This
last step is done only when all the previous steps were done first. Draw and shoot the
bow a number of times to re-settle the string.
This system for taming peep rotation is also effective for archers using string loops. The
only difference is that the string loop must be turned as well and more care taken to
allow the string its’ movement. Remember: always let the string go where it wants and
let it finish what it wants to do.
There you have it. This method does work and it must be done properly. An archer may
have to play with this a couple of times as string quality varies tremendously from one
manufacturer to the next.

